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Outcomes

Understanding the difference between

● electrical safety ground
● earth ground
● lightning dissipation ground
● rf ground



All different kinds of ground

  



Electrical Safety Grounding



Electrical safety ground

Electrical safety grounding helps to avoid damage by draining away any unwanted electrical current.

A good grounded point usually has a constant voltage, no matter what happens in the system or the circuit.

According to the NEC ( National Electrical Code )

“The purpose of this Code is the practical safeguarding of persons and property from hazards arising 
from the use of electricity.”

NEC2017 - If the resistance of a single ground rod exceeds 25 ohms to ground and the metal underground water line is 
the only other available electrode, an additional electrode must be installed. If this additional electrode is another ground 
rod, it must be driven at least 6' away.  ( and why don’t we recheck it after?? )



Misunderstood grounding issues



Emergency generator grounding concerns





GFI  vs. AFCI

GFCI = GFI = Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter

Just another name for the same device
GFCI outlets and circuit breakers protect people from electrical shock. If they detect an energy leak of even a thousandth of a 
milliamp, they will shut down the circuit. Unintentional diversion of an electrical path is called a ground fault. 

AFCU = Arc Fault Circuit interrupter
Arc fault circuit interrupters (AFCI) protect people by inhibiting electrical fires. AFCI outlets and circuit breakers deactivate a circuit if 
they detect an arc fault. Arc faults are dangerous arcs of electricity that occur in damaged wires and generate high heats. 

https://www.homedepot.com/b/Electrical-Wiring-Devices-Light-Controls-Electrical-Outlets-Receptacles/GFCI/N-5yc1vZc33aZ1z17vh7
https://www.homedepot.com/b/Electrical-Power-Distribution-Electrical-Panels-Protective-Devices-Circuit-Breakers/GFCI/N-5yc1vZbm16Z1z0mh9u
https://www.homedepot.com/b/Electrical-Wiring-Devices-Light-Controls-Electrical-Outlets-Receptacles/AFCI/N-5yc1vZc33aZ1z17vbg
https://www.homedepot.com/b/Electrical-Power-Distribution-Electrical-Panels-Protective-Devices-Circuit-Breakers/AFCI/N-5yc1vZbm16Z1z0mha0


Examples of protection devices



How to know what you have, it will be labeled



Issues with AFCI and RF… just do a search for AFCI and 
RF and find out issues and solutions



Proper grounding devices and materials



Galvanic concerns



Lightning Grounding



Lightning ground



Lightning protection grounding
Components of a lightning protection system

Lightning rods or 'air terminals' are only a small part of a complete lightning protection system. In fact, the rods may play the least important role in a system 
installation. A lightning protection system is composed of three main components:

1. Rods or 'Air Terminals' - The small, vertical protrusions designed to act as the 'terminal' for a lightning discharge. Rods can be found in different shapes, 
sizes and designs. Most are topped with a tall, pointed needle or a smooth, polished sphere. The functionality of different types of lightning rods, and even 
the necessity of rods altogether, are subjects of many scientific debates.
 

2. Conductor Cables - Heavy cables (right) that carry lightning current from the rods to the ground. Cables are run along the tops and around the edges of 
roofs, then down one or more corners of a building to the ground rod(s).
 

3. Ground Rods - Long, thick, heavy rods buried deep into the earth around a protected structure. The conductor cables are connected to these rods to 
complete a safe path for a lightning discharge around a structure.

The conductor cables and ground rods are the most important components of a lightning protection system, accomplishing the main objective of diverting 
lightning current safely past a structure. The 'lightning rods' themselves, that is, the pointy vertically-oriented terminals along the edges of roofs, do not play 
much of a role in the functionality of the system. A full protection setup, given good cable coverage and good grounding, would still work sufficiently without the 
air terminals.



What not to expect

Lightning protection systems - What they do and don't do

A lightning protection systems’ only purpose is to ensure safety to a building and its occupants if lightning happens to hit it directly, a task 
accomplished by providing a good, safe path to ground for the lightning to follow. Contrary to the myths, lightning protection systems:

● Don't attract lightning
 

● Don't and cannot dissipate or prevent lightning by 'draining' a storm of its charge
 

● Most don't offer surge protection for sensitive electronics
 

● Do offer fire protection and structural damage protection by preventing a hot, explosive lightning channel from passing through building 
materials

Average Lightning Strike is 18,000 amps with only 1% greater than 140kA



Earth Grounding



Common Grounding Mistakes 

• Not Enough Ground Rods 

• No Surge Protection at the Base of the Tower 

• All Site Grounds not Bonded Together 

• Ground Rods too Close Together 

• Ground Wire too Small (#2 Min. or copper Strap) 

• Bends of Wire too Short 

• Connecting Dissimilar Metals 

• No Single Point Ground in the Shack



Lower the impedance, exothermic welding

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KR-jz-p3Rc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KR-jz-p3Rc


Checking your own grounding

Around ~ $140.00                       ~$1600.00                                    ~$1100.00  



What NOT to do



RF and Mobile Grounding



RF Grounds

In a perfectly balanced antenna, such as a Dipole at its resonant frequency, there is no need for an RF ground since no current 
would flow to the RF ground (like I said, in a perfect balanced antenna).

In a perfectly unbalanced antenna, such as a 1/4-wave vertical, an RF ground (aka counterpoise) is absolutely necessary to 
"complete" the antenna and make it whole. As they say, the ground image of your quarter wave antenna is the "other half" of the 
antenna and current will flow in this ground.



Mobile grounding issues



A quiz what is ‘Ground’ ?



Questions ???




